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A WORD FROM THE CEO
Tina Holtom

It’s a big week for Education and Care in Australia. The Sector will celebrate
Early Childhood Educators Day on Wednesday 6th September and the
United Voice ‘Big Steps Campaign’ will see thousands of educators across
the country demonstrate their stance on pay inequality.
It truly is wonderful to see so many people dedicated to improving the profile
of Educators, it really is such an understated role that many just don’t quite
understand. I can recall a trip interstate earlier this year when I was seated
next to a lovely gentleman on the plane telling me all about his grandchildren
and his high-profiled career in medicine. He then asked about my profession
and after discussing this with him for 20 minutes or so, he said “oh so it’s
like babysitting”.
After spending the rest of the flight providing him with a mini-lecture on the
science of early childhood development, he became very intrigued and it
completely reframed the explanation for him. At this point I understood the
very obvious need to match the right language to the right audience.
So much more needs to be done on effectively communicating the holistic
view of the ‘child’. So many stigmas and silos, but we will continue to work
on breaking down these barriers. Over coming months, we will be having
several conversations with stakeholders across the country and we hope
to achieve a unified approach to developing the capacity of professionals
working with children, their families and the community, to help support
children’s well-being, learning and development.
In the interim, should you have any burning questions, or feedback for us at
Child Australia, I welcome you to contact me at TinaH@childaustralia.org.au
Until next time, take care and Happy Educators day to all.
Tina
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EDUCATION & CARE: THE ‘GOOD ENOUGH’ SECTOR?
By Tina Holtom

For those of you familiar with Donald Winnicott, you will know the concept of the ‘good
enough mother’ very well – the mother is ‘good enough’ but just not perfect, which is OK.
A sensible concept really, but what if you’re not ‘good enough’? And who defines what is
‘good enough’?
The Education and Care Sector has become accustomed to the National Quality Standards, a reform that
was gladly welcomed by most. In fact, preparations are well and truly underway for the next wave of
change, however we’re still yet to address a critical component - Professional Standards for Educators.
Child development specialists across the world agree that the key to providing high quality education and
care is well-trained and qualified professionalsi. So at what point does this stop being the case? Is it sufficient
to work hard towards a qualification and then suddenly upon graduation we’re ‘good enough’? By some
miracle of academia we become well versed in all things child-related?
We all know the answer to this. In fact the formal qualification is only but the beginning of the learning
journey.
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If we reflect on child development research over the last 10 years
or so, there has been phenomenal improvement and incredible
advancements in our understanding of neuroscience and how a
child’s brain develops. But the qualification attained 15 years ago,
or even 2 years ago, doesn’t make us equipped to understand the
intricacies of today’s child. Well of course, you may think, nobody
could ever truly cover everything, but the reality is that qualifications
alone cannot possibly equip practitioners with the knowledge, skills
and understanding to give babies and young children high quality
experiences.
Doctors, nurses, teachers, social workers, mental health
practitioners... they’re all required by legislation to engage in
continuing professional development through formal recognition
programs. This is how they maintain, improve and broaden their
knowledge, expertise and competence to develop the personal
and professional qualities required as part of their profession.
So I ask the question, why isn’t this the case for professionals
working with children in Education and Care?
And I’m not going to buy, “it’s too costly” or “it’s too time
consuming”, because there are so many brilliant models of
continuing professional development that need not cost a small
fortune or impose on too much time. If we want to consider
exemplar commitment to professional recognition, we could take
a close look at some countries achieving incredible outcomes
including New Zealand, Italy, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Denmark,
Sweden, Norway, Slovenia, Hungary, and Canada, ...and likely
many more.

Tina Holtom
Tina is the Chief Executive Officer
at Child Australia and has worked in
various senior positions within the
Education and Child Development
sectors for more than 20 years.
Prior to working for Child Australia,
Tina owned and operated her
own Early Learning Services and
consulted widely on best practice
models throughout the Education
and Care sector, Schools, and
various agencies.
Her career background has
also included senior business
management
roles,
teaching,
and lecturing positions. Tina has
tertiary qualifications in Business
Management, Education, and most
recently has completed a Masters
in Mental Health Science (Child
Psychology).
Tina is a ferocious advocate for
the education and well-being of
children of all ages, and strives to
nurture and support the parentchild relationship. Tina has a strong
desire to help keep childhood fun,
carefree and full of wonder for as
long as possible.

Because when you work with children, I ask you to consider, what
is ‘good enough’?
We’re on our way... but we’re not there yet!
Reference:
i OECD (2012) Research Brief: Qualifications, Education and Professional Development Matter http://www.oecd.org/education/school/49322232.pdf
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Child Australia
PD 4 U Packages

With an expert professional development program from Child Australia your staff will benefit from our
training expertise and knowledge and will be motivated to learn more.
Our PD 4 U packages spread the cost for you into affordable weekly payments, allowing you to ensure that
your team can access professional support and development on a regular basis. This helps towards an
ongoing action plan for improvement without the large financial burden.
Child Australia will help your staff to learn and grow through peer-to-peer learning, quality training materials,
in-house workshops, online courses and direct contact with our expert consultants.

NO FRILLS

STARTER

INTERMEDIATE

PREMIUM

$37 *weekly

$59 *weekly

$129 *weekly

$189 *weekly

On a 12 month plan

On a 12 month plan

On a 12 month plan

On a 12 month plan

Just the Basics

2 hours Personal
Consultation per month

3 hours Personal
Consultation per month

2 In-Service
Workshops per
year

4 In-Service
Workshops per year

6 In-Service
Workshops per year

4 Self-Paced Online
Learning Courses
per month

6 Self-Paced Online
Learning Courses
per month

4 In-Service
Workshops per
year

2 Self-Paced Online
Learning Courses
per month

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

INSERVICE WORKSHOP PACKAGES
Choose from our suite of workshops that are researched and
linked to standards and ready to be delivered by our expert
training consultants. You may also use your personal
consultation hours to customise a workshop to your exact
requirements. A participation certificate is issued upon
completion.

DIY PD 4 U PACKAGE
Build your own PD 4 U Package by visiting our PD shop
where you can select from a range of other options to
find a combination that better matches your needs. You
can also boost one of our PD4U Packages by adding
Extra Professional Development, 1 on 1 Consultations or
Online Learning Centre enrolments.

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

SELF-PACED ONLINE LEARNING
CENTRE COURSES
If you need maximum flexibility and choice you will benefit
from our Online Learning Centre. Staff can learn at their own
pace and at a time that suits them. For best results, we
recommend using a combination of online learning and
personal or phone consultations.

Call Now 1300 66 11 64

PRACTITIONER MASTERCLASS AND PARENT EVENT
WITH DR KAYLENE HENDERSON
Walking the Journey Together
Nichole Williams

Our recent practitioner event with Dr Kaylene Henderson
was a huge success with over 120 sector professionals, from
all areas of children’s learning and development, attending
a 3-hour masterclass. It was a momentous occasion to have
early childhood educators, teachers, occupational therapists,
speech pathologists and doctors all in the same place to learn
about Dr Henderson’s common sense approach which she aptly
describes as; “align with the child and face the problem together
rather than believing the child is the problem”.
Following the masterclass was an evening event which had over
280 parents and carers come together as Child Australia and
PlaygroupWA hosted Dr Henderson again while she shared how
parents can make a real difference to children’s mental health.
Her talk focused on strengthening relationships with children,
addressing challenging behaviours, helping children calm
down, tackling anxiety and building resilience. Dr Henderson
was a knowledgeable, passionate and generous speaker who
ensured the parents left with practical tips they could implement
straight away.
Let’s return to the practitioner masterclass…As capable adults,
we have the life knowledge to support a child’s emotions
through role play, conversation and empathy. We also have
the executive functioning and deep insight to understand why
our own behaviours may occur. But this is not the case with
our young children and this is why Dr Henderson challenges
practitioners to look beyond the behaviour to understand the
whole child, to consider the underlying factors and help children
identify with the fact that emotions are a normal part of life.
As practitioners guiding and teaching children, we must ensure
we put ourselves into the situation, we need to take into account
all the factors the child is dealing with, show them we understand
and communicate that we understand the situation is difficult or
tricky. We also need to explain that the problem is temporary
and will pass and that we are there with them to work through it.
Just as adults can benefit from a listening ear and shoulder to
cry on so can our children.
Throughout the Masterclass Dr Henderson discussed all
the factors that influence children’s behaviour including
temperament, the importance of attachment, the impact of toxic
stress and how procedural memory can influence behaviour.
She also shared a theoretical perspective on a child’s circle of
security, the importance of allowing children the opportunity to
take risks and she reminded practitioners how our relationships
with children can impact brain development and development
of emotional literacy. Finally, she discussed the importance of
building resilience and independence.
One of the most interesting topics Dr Henderson continued to
reinforce was the importance of attachments. Children are born
with the need to form an attachment, first for survival, but in the
end, it is these relationships that lay the foundation for all future
learning. Research shows the stronger the relationships are, the
more secure the child, the better the long term outcomes will be
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for the child. Dr Henderson also highlighted the need for
professionals to respect developmental expectations but
not without considering the child’s current knowledge
and capability.
So why do we as practitioners working with children,
tend to look at children’s behaviour with such a different
lens? After all, managing our own behaviour is a skill
that even now as adults we seek support for. Children
deserve the opportunity to practice life skills in a safe
nurturing environment with people who they trust, just
as we would expect of any professional help we might
seek.
As practitioners working with children we often forget
the value of viewing situations from a child’s perspective.
“What do they feel at the time? What do they understand
of the situation? What is the real problem?”. To walk the
journey together we need to show respect and align with
the child and assist the child to solve the problem.
Imagine the impact we could make on children’s mental
health if we all worked together towards a common
goal, that being “to teach children how to navigate
their feelings”. If we achieve this we can ensure better
outcomes for children and our society.
Child Australia looks forward to creating more
opportunities for Dr Henderson to work with practitioners
and parents across Australia very soon. Stay tuned for
details.
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Nichole Williams
– Professional Learning Consultant
Nichole brings a wealth of Early Childhood knowledge from
her formal Qualifications as an Early Childhood Teacher. Her
working experience has covered many facets of the sector
having worked in After Hours School Care, Vacation Care as
well as Long Day Care in the capacity of Coordinator, Second
in Charge and Educational Leader within services both big
and small. Her extensive practice experience of the National
Quality Framework and passion for sustainable practice led
her into the consultancy and support field. Nichole strives to
provide practical solutions using real life examples to support
educators understanding.

BEYOND THE BUS: OUR ROAD TO EXCELLENCE BUS TOUR
IS THE START OF YOUR IMPROVEMENT JOURNEY
By Hans Boehm

We’re approaching that time again with the team in our Perth office
coordinating the next “Road to Excellence” Bus Tour scheduled
for September. It’s easy to get wrapped up in the logistics of such
an event and lose focus on the true vision behind the tour. So it
was time I put pen to paper to share why we do it!

As an industry leader in the education sector, we consider one of our roles to be an enabler of professional conversation
and reflection as we work to ensure a sustainable sector. That is, the sustainability of staff and best practice development.
The National Quality Standard (NQS) asks of us to continuously improve;

Services seeking excellence should be able to ‘demonstrate [their] commitment to
continuous improvement by documenting how [they] will maintain current quality
practices and progress them to the next level’ (ACECQA, 2011a p. 6).

Our bus tours are made possible because of the many services who open their doors to practitioners seeking inspiration,
in doing so these services are acknowledging the importance of these tours and the services recognise the tours are a
great way for them to demonstrate their commitment to continuous improvement.
Having a busload of educators walk through a mix of early to middle childhood school settings allows the staff of these
services to celebrate their wonderful achievements, display their settings and share their approaches and unique ideas in
the context of their particular setting. It offers an opportunity for educators to feel valued by others, giving them recognition
from the sector that cannot be underestimated.

The bus tour gives the service the opportunity to practice articulating the vision for their service, refining and sharing it
with others and walking the talk – these are all important elements in developing ongoing leadership within the service
while encouraging them to move along the quality continuum. Laurie Kelly of Mindworks describes it as
“…encouragement of the heart” which encourages sustainability of staff and with such a high turnover of educators it
makes a lot of sense.
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But why send your educators out on a bus tour?
Remember those days hitting the books in university, how isolated learning was? Often we would fumble about seeking others
thoughts on concepts whilst not really getting anywhere, it was hard. Similarly, we spend a lot of time in our own services
trying to figure out what the NQS means to us within our individual contexts and we experience this same isolation. Many
of you who have attended previous bus tours have really benefited from gathering perspectives in a different environment.
Unsurprisingly, viewing the practical instances of quality delivery often trumps what we see in writing, leading to a better
understanding.
Seeing the frameworks in action gives us a
sense of comradery and illustrates that the
standards we work within can be interpreted
in many varying and inspiring ways. Our
bus tours allow educators to come into
contact with several different practitioners
who offer a wide variety of perspectives,
while imparting personal experience and
knowledge. This is also an opportunity for
tour participants to test their own knowledge
and understanding, something that is not
easily achieved within the confines of their
own services.
Bus tour attendees are also encouraged to
pose reflective questions prior to the bus
tour, for example, what is it that we hope to
achieve on our day on the bus? Furthermore,
the bus host will use the time between
destinations to facilitate discussions and
encourage further exploration of what has
been observed.
We have also found that attendees often form small discussion groups which bring a wider opportunity to reflect on practices
within other services which allows greater exploration of concepts. Moreover, previous tour participants report that the
inspiration from our bus tours makes for the ideal motivational injection for leadership teams to improve in all areas. Your
participation in one of our bus tours also supports your Quality Improvement Plan, particularly in Quality Area 7, making the
decision to attend one of our bus tours a simple one!
It is also worth noting that after the tour many service keep in contact, extending their learning with further development
of ideas beyond the bus. To assist and encourage this additional learning and communication we always ensure a midway
luncheon stop. This time allows these connections to form and also gives another opportunity for professional reflection.
No other professional development we deliver can offer such intensive and personal learning.
Consider carefully what your commitment to quality
looks like and ask yourself, “what activities do we have
in place to move to the next level?” Think about how you
provide sustainable practices, professional recognition
of your team and how you seek other perspectives.
Our “Road to Excellence” Bus Tour in September is very
sought after and will sell out quickly. Book your ticket
today and benefit from this valuable learning activity
whilst helping other services in their quest for continuous
improvement.
When: Friday 6th October 2017
Time: 8.30am – 4.00pm
More details and tickets: https://childaustralia.org.au/
event/bus-tour-road-excellence/
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Hans Boehm
– Learning and Engagement Manager
Hans is a born and bred West Australian with formal
qualifications from Curtin University. He has been responsible
for leading high performance teams in the corporate sector
and has won multiple awards for an exceptional focus on
client relationships. Hans has held positions on various
boards with peak Industry bodies.
Discovering a growing need for professional support
following the introduction of the National Quality Standards
he joined Child Australia where he now oversees a team of
highly qualified expert consultants in building professional
development and training solutions. In his free time, Hans
loves spending time with his 5 children, racing drones and
promoting it as a growing sport, and advocates for men as
good strong role models in education and care roles.

WHAT ABOUT WELLBEING?
A look at priorities and purpose.
By Zoe Davis

I believe in the power of connection and the profound effect
each of us can have upon the people around us. Each day,
in each interaction, we have the opportunity to plant a seed
and promote health and happiness. A seed of hope, seed of
wonder, of positivity and playfulness. But how do we maintain
the momentum in all areas of our lives? At times we can find
ourselves feeling worn out, run down and possibly even
uninspired. When pressure and stress increase innovation
and intention almost always plummet.

Perhaps you went out too hard too fast at the start of the year, perhaps you have taken a look forward and become
overwhelmed with the seemingly endless ‘to do’ list. Regardless of the circumstances, if you are feeling worn
out, under appreciated or uninspired then this one is for you. You have a choice, a choice and an opportunity to
refocus and reach your goals or to flounder about and inevitably feel like a failure. Now I don’t know about you
but failure is not a thing I thrive on or am willing to accept lightly from myself.
Now before you engage your incredibly efficient brain and start writing the next ‘to do’ list that will help you
refocus your intentions at work I would like you to instead take a step back and ask yourself these three simple
questions…..
1.
2.
3.

What sets your soul on fire?
When is the last time you held space for it?
How do you share this with the children and families you work with?

You see I believe it all comes back to priorities and holding space for that which we hold dear. We cannot hope
to be inspirational leaders, educators and role models for children if we are failing to focus on our personal health
and wellbeing. Put simply, how are we to raise healthy and happy children if we are unhappy and unhealthy in
our own choices?
If the first question has you stumped and you are struggling to put your finger on just what sets your soul on fire
let that be your immediate focus and question to ponder. You see I believe that what sets your soul on fire gives
you purpose and we all need purpose in life. If you know what sets you on fire but cannot remember the last
e-child TIMES
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time you held space for it then use that pen and paper from earlier to make a commitment to yourself to ‘do that
thing!’ Holding space for that which sets our souls on fire helps us to develop boundaries and establish a healthy
relationship with ourselves.
Make the choice to hold space for the things that set your soul on fire, move steadily towards that which makes
you feel happy, healthy and able to face and overcome the challenges presented and you will be providing
children with a point of reference for what is truly important, wellbeing.
To delve deeper into personal wellbeing and connecting with one’s self, join me at the Northern Territory Little
People Big Dreams Conference where I will expand on these three critical questions. You can also access support
and development on this topic through a workshop or webinar.
(Notes: The three questions above will feature in my 90 minute session at the NT conference.)
Links to Revised NQS;
Standard 4.2 Professionalism. Element 4.2.1 - Professional Collaboration.
Standard 7.2 Leadership. Element 7.2.1 – Continuous improvement. I have linked this one in as a focus on individual
and collective health and wellbeing supports a positive organisational culture and professional learning community.

Zoe Davis

– Professional Learning Consultant
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Zoe has worked across all roles within Early Learning Centres with over five years
experience as a Director in Northern Territory services, leading two services from
a ‘working towards’ rating to an ‘Exceeding National Quality Standards’ rating. Zoe
prides herself on embracing the journey of quality improvement and authentically
connecting with communities to form strong partnerships. Zoe is driven to see
services succeed and as a Quality Consultant her approach to supporting services
to ‘embrace the journey’ involves recognizing the pivotal role relationships play in
building and maintaining positive service cultures and outcomes for children. She
invites you to ask yourself…. What do you stand for?

Little People
Big Dreams
2017 Northern Territory Children’s Learning and Development Conference
Fri 6th - Sat 7th October 2017 Darwin Convention Centre

Presenters and Keynote Speakers

Mahongo Fumbelo
Conference MC
Mahongo Fumbelo is a Darwin
based behavioural, motivational
and emotional quotient analyst
who believes that personal and
professional success doesn’t
happen by accident. They come

Associate Professor Lennie Barblett
Keynote Speaker
Associate Dean Early Childhood at
Edith Cowan University in the
School of Education
Associate Professor Lennie Barblett
is currently the Associate Dean
Early Childhood at Edith Cowan
University in the School of
Education.

Professor Frank Oberklaid
Keynote Speaker
Professor Frank Oberklaid is the
Founding Director of the Centre for
Community Child Health at The
Royal Children's Hospital
Melbourne and a Professor of
Paediatrics at the University of
Melbourne.

Dr Matthew Roberts
Keynote Speaker
Dr Matthew Roberts is a
Melbourne-based father, author,
musician and perinatal psychiatrist.
He specialises in clinical work and
advocacy for mental health in
men, women and children around
pregnancy and early family life.

Professor Alison Elliott
Keynote Speaker
Professor Alison Elliott has been
engaged in extensive research,
teaching, policy and advocacy
work across the early childhood
education and care sector for
many years.

Caroline Fewster
Caroline Fewster is an early
childhood academic, author and
presenter. As an early Childhood
Education Consultant, Caroline
works extensively with many
Children’s Services throughout
Australia.

CALL 1300 66 11 64 or REGISTER HERE

SUPPORTING BAGOT COMMUNITY NT
By Kellie Johnson

Child Australia has been operating on
the Bagot Community since 2011. In
that time, we have grown and shaped
our programs to reflect the needs and
diversity of the community and we
aim to offer culturally inclusive and
responsive services that are informed by
the participants.
The Bagot Community is rich with history
and heritage including both traditional
Aboriginal culture and lore and the more
recent 75 years of Darwin history.
Whilst there are a large number of
positive aspects to the Bagot Community
it is nevertheless a community in need.
There are approximately 400 residents
– mostly permanent but there is also
a large transient population. There
are approximately 30 different clan
groups and a similar range of language
groups. This is a residualised population
characterised by a range of social,
economic and educational issues
resulting in an over representation in
areas including domestic violence, child
protection, low education and school
attendance, and juvenile detention.
In our time working with the Bagot
Community we have developed deep,
healthy reciprocal relationships with the
children, families and community. The
Bagot Aboriginal and Child Australia
Partnership Program addresses the
disproportionate disadvantage that
exists within the Bagot Community
through creating local solutions that
are driven by the local community and
stakeholder group.
Our Programs consist of a suite of five interconnected projects:
1. Child and Family Education and Support Project – focussed on the primary carers and children from birth to five
years.
2. Out of School Hours and Vacation Care Project.
3. Families for School Attendance Project – supporting families to create a stable home environment for their children
which will promote school attendance and success.
4. Walking Bus Project – getting young children to school safely and on time.
5. Collective Impact Project – improving community governance and management.
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Whilst each of these projects can stand
alone it is their interconnectedness with
each other and with other programs
in the community that will result in
beneficial long-term change. We
believe these innovative approaches
and flexible working relationships build
true collaboration and integration of
program delivery and will help propel
Bagot Community towards the goal of
a brighter future for their children and
youth.
We employ Bagot Community members
and continually invite feedback and
reflection regarding our work. We
cannot do this work on the community
if there is no community voice. We
respect the traditional values and
adhere to traditional ways throughout
our work and take guidance from elders
and respected community people as we
walk through this journey together.
In addition to the community voice,
Child Australia has also commissioned
an
independent
developmental
evaluation, partnering with Charles
Darwin University (CDU). CDU provide
data collection tools, reflective feedback
from the community and all stakeholders
and evaluate program achievements
and recommendations for continual
improvement to better support future
strategic planning in partnership with
the Bagot Community Council.
Click here to read CDU evaluation report
It is with these tools in place and an
understanding of the essential need for
thorough and deliberate engagement
that we continue to grow and provide
positive outcomes for children and
families.
Child Australia is an enduring force
within the Bagot Community and our
commitment to seeing this community
grow and achieve its vision for the future
is built into our work and has created a
passionate and valued program that
supports children and families.
These programs are funded by the
Australian
Government
through
the Budget Based and Indigenous
Advancement
Strategy
Funding
Programs.

Kellie Johnson

– Indigenous Programs Coordinator
Kellie Johnson is the Indigenous Programs Coordinator for Child
Australia in Bagot Community Darwin. Kellie has worked in Bagot for 6
years working with the community to build and tailor programs to meet
the needs of the children and families. Kellie is passionate about a
positive future for aboriginal people and has a strong commitment to the
Bagot Community residents and their work towards securing that future.
Kellie has 18 years experience working in Community Services ranging
between ECEC, Domestic Violence, Youth Work and Community
Welfare. Kellie has a deep gratitude to the people of Bagot Community
and their culture. She is humbled and honored to be a part of the growing
success stories and positive future she and her team are helping to build
with this community.
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NQF CHANGES

– A Successful Transition Requires Proactive Planning
By Zoe Davis

Unpacking the changes to the National Quality Framework requires
us, as individuals and teams, to discuss the information available
and to make informed decisions about our priorities and focus areas
moving forward. You’ll need a plan if you intend to get everyone in
your team on board, engaged and committed to action.

Proper planning prevents poor performance so with a proactive approach in mind you’ll need to start early,
like possibly last week, given the short timeframe! The changes to the law and regulations roll out across the
country (except WA) on the 1st of October and the revised NQS commences across all States and Territories
on the 1st of February 2018 (five months from now).
To help your proactive planning I have compiled some practical tips to get the conversation started within
your team.
Safe sleeping and rest practices (from October 1st)
• Review evidence-based safe sleeping information and conduct an audit of current practices to identify
any areas of concern or improvement.
• Develop (or review) your services safe sleeping and rest practices policy based on current recommended
evidence-based practices. (ACECQA website - http://www.acecqa.gov.au/Safe-sleep-and-restpractices#crebp )
• Access and share evidence-based safe sleeping information with families and your community.
(Red Nose website https://rednose.com.au/section/safe-sleeping )
Revised NQS. QA3. Physical Environment. Element 3.2.3 – Environmental Responsibility. ACECQA
states “There has been a slight shift in the concept of environmental responsibility to focus more on the
child’s experience.”
• Critically reflect upon current environmentally responsible practices consistently implemented across the
service, paying particular attention to areas where what you say and what you do may not necessarily be
aligned. For example, we say conserve water but our action is to hose down outdoor spaces as opposed
to sweeping.
• Based upon reflections and research decide upon your key focus area(s), these may include;
® Waste reduction. Let’s go deeper than recycling bins in the foyer.
Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Rot.
® Water conservation. Water saving fixtures alone do not make you water wise.
® Indoor air quality. What is it and how are your everyday choices impacting upon it?
• Slow down! Take the time to authentically reflect upon and develop robust improvement processes that
include opportunities for behavior modification within your own practices. Also consider the actions and
choices of your community and how you can influence them in a positive manner. Ask yourself what
waste reduction looks like for a 12 month old, a four year old and for you? The more you ponder the more
you will develop a ‘Philosophy’ of environmental responsibility.
Zoe Davis

– Professional Learning Consultant
Zoe has worked across all roles within Early Learning Centres with over five years experience as a Director in Northern
Territory services, leading two services from a ‘working towards’ rating to an ‘Exceeding National Quality Standards’ rating.
Zoe prides herself on embracing the journey of quality improvement and authentically connecting with communities to form
strong partnerships. Zoe is driven to see services succeed and as a Quality Consultant her approach to supporting services
to ‘embrace the journey’ involves recognizing the pivotal role relationships play in building and maintaining positive service
cultures and outcomes for children. She invites you to ask yourself…. What do you stand for?
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Child Australia Online
Your Professional Learning Portal

Starting from just $29 our online courses compliment the latest research,
learning, and development for educators, families and children. Some of
our most popular courses include:
Rethinking Supervision . Child Aware . Exploring Theory in Practice . Programming in Practice
Effective Transitions . Enabling Environments and Risk Assessment . Talking with Toddlers
Physical Development . Lost for Words . Babies and Language: Nature versus Nurture

Call 1300 66 11 64 or
Check out more
of our courses here!

Child Australia Professional Development Directory
Course Titles

Online Self-Paced Course

Babies and Language: Nature v’s Nurture

Workshop:

Large group, whole of
service approach

Consultancy:

Small group,
intensive approach

Book Now

Building Strong Partnerships with Families

Book Now

Book Now

Building Skills for Resilient Children

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Child Aware

Book Now

Educational Leader – Fulfilling the Role
Effective Transitions

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Enabling Environments and Risk Assessment

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Inspiring Play Spaces

Book Now

Book Now

Interactive Group Times

Book Now

Book Now

Leadership

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Exploring Play
Exploring Theory and Practice

Book Now

Food for Thought

Book Now

Impact of Trauma in Early Childhood
Inclusive Practices

Lost for Words

Book Now

Operations Management
Physical Development

Book Now

Perspectives in Supporting Children’s Wellbeing
Programming and Planning

Book Now

Book Now
Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Promoting Early Literacy Skills

Book Now

Protective Behaviours

Book Now

Book Now

Reflective Practice

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Book Now

Stepping up to the Challenge – Emerging Leaders Series

Book Now

Book Now

Supporting your Team

Book Now

Book Now

Rethinking Supervision

Book Now

Risk Assessment in Family Day Care
Self-Regulation

Book Now

Talking with Toddlers

Book Now

Book Now

Understanding Behaviour

Book Now

Book Now

Work Health and Safety in Education and Care Settings

Book Now

Book Now

To check out our products online or to register, please visit the Child Australia Online Shop
Or for more information, please call 1300 66 11 64 or email support@childaustralia.org.au

NEW NATIONAL PHONE NUMBER

1300 66 11 64
Now you can call us from
anywhere in Australia on our
new toll free number.
From online learning to our
unique 1 on 1 coaching
sessions, we have something
for everyone.
Contact us today!

18

e-child TIMES

www.childaustralia.org.au

Because we all need somebody by our side...

support@childaustralia.org.au | 1300 66 11 64

